Are you ready sailor?

Playing the game
Follow the path with your Ship Stylus to
reach the treasure.

If a path seems inaccessible or if no path
seems to lead to treasure, try to change
the route by folding and unfolding sections
to discover new routes found on the back.
Move from one foldable section to another
to find the way!
BE CAREFUL! You can only move in one
direction - turning around is not possible.

INFORMATION: maps 21 and 30 are special.
You must find the 2 paths leading to 2
different chests to win.
Good luck sailor!
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End of the game
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If you manage to get your ship to the
treasure, congratulations! You have won.
INFORMATION: you can find the solution to
your map on the back of another map. The
number of this corresponding map can be
found on the back of your map.
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Ahoy there matey! Are you ready
to search for treasure for Cap’n
Black Lemon’s treasures? Then
pick up the old pirate’s maps and
try to find the hidden loot on his
secret routes!
Work your way along the winding
paths of his old treasure maps,
where riches lie at the end of the
route!

Contents

Set up

• 30 treasure maps (numbered 1 to 30)

1. Is this your first game? Start with card
N°1 and place it flat in front of you, pirate
ship side-up, with the changeable sections
unfolded.
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INFORMATION: you are advised to respect
the numbered order of the maps in order to
have the best game experience. The maps get
progressively more difficult. You can identify
the difficulty level thanks to the colour code
on the front and back of each card:
Blue: beginner (maps 1 to 3)

Green: easy (maps 4 to 12)

• 1 Ship Stylus

Aim of the game
Work your way along the winding paths
of Cap’n Black Lemon’s old treasure maps
by following the directions. With the help
of your Ship Stylus, correctly unfold the
changeable sections of the map in the right
order. Treasures lie at the end of the path.

2. Position the stylus
point on your pirate ship .
This is always your starting
point on the card.

Orange: medium (maps 13 to 21)

Red: difficult (maps 22 to 28)

3. Locate where the
treasure is found on the
map.

Dark Red: expert (maps 29 and 30)

